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We consider various characterizations of ergodic measures on the shift space 
(Q, T), where .Q = Xr {0, 1, . . . . r - 1 }, r > 2, and T is the shift on Q. It is shown 
that every ergodic measure is either purely atomic or nonatomic, and that ,U is a 
purely ergodic measure iff ,U is a periodic orbit measure. A characterization of 
purely atomic, ergodic Markov measures is formulated in terms of certain periodic 
orbit measures. We also prove that n is nonatomic, ergodic Markov measure iff p 
is the Markov measure induced by an irreducible, nonpermutation stochastic 
matrix, together with its stationary distribution. An example of nonatomic, non- 
Markov ergodic measure is constructed. ‘(? 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, r shall stand for a fixed but arbitrary integer 
such that r 2 2. Let S = (0, 1, . . . . r - 1 } be the finite state space endowed 
with the discrete topology, let Q = X; S be endowed with the product 
topology and let g==(Q) be the a-algebra of Bore1 sets in Q. The 
elements of Q are denoted by o = (w,),, a 0, where o, E S. For each n 3 0, 
let x,: Q -+ S be the continuous surjection defined by x,(o) =o,. The 
transformation T: 52 + Q defined by (To), = w,, + i, ~13 0, is a continuous 
surjection and is called the shift on 52. Note that 52 is a compact, metrizable 
O-dimensional space, and that 98 is the a-algebra generated by the collec- 
tion of all cylinder sets (xi = ii, 0 ,< j < n), where n > 0 and iO, . . . . i, E S. The 
triple (Sz, &?‘, T) is called a shift space and will be denoted by 52 for short. 
An o E a is called a periodic point of T if T”o = co for some n 2 1. The 
smallest such n is called the period of w. For each n > 1 and for each 
sequence i,, . . . . in- 1 in S, let [io, ..,, i, _ ,] denote the element o E 52 such 
that mk,, + i = ij for all k 3 0 and all j E { 0, 1, . . . . n - 1 }. It is easily verified 
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that, for each n 2 1, w = T”o iff o = [iO, . . . . i,, i] for some i,, . . . . i, .~ i in S. 
Let p( 7’) denote the set of all periodic points of T and let .Y”( T) denote 
the set of all T periodic points with period d, where d > 1. Then Y(T) = 
U da 1 ~dU’). 
Let P(Q) denote the set of all probability measures on (Q, g) endowed 
with the weak* topology. Then P(Q) is a compact convex set. For each 
PEP(Q), let T~EP(Q) be such that (Tp)(A) =p(T -‘A) for each A ~g. 
Define P(Q, T) = {PEP(Q): Tp= CL}. Note that P(0, T) is a compact 
convex subset of P(Q). A measure p E P(fi, T) is called ergodic if 
T ~ ‘A = A, or equivalently, p( T -~ ‘A AA) = 0, A E B’, implies either p(A) = 0 
or p(A) = 1. Let E(S2, T) denote the set of all ergodic measures in P(sZ, T). 
It is well known that, for each p E P(sZ, T), p is ergodic iff p is an extreme 
point of P(sZ, T). 
An o E Q is called an atom of p E P(Q) if p(w) = ,u( 0)) > 0. If A(p) denotes 
the set of all atoms of ,U E P(Q), then it is a countable subset of Q. p E P(Q) 
is called nonatomic if A(p) = 4, i.e., p(o) = 0 for all o E Q, and is called 
purely atomic if p(A(p)) = 1. For o E Q O(w) = { T”w : n = 0, 1, 2, . ..} 
is called the orbit of o and E, denotes the unit mass at (a>, i.e., 
E,(A) = lA(m) for all A c 52. A purely atomic measure ~1 EP(Q) of the form 
where o E Yd( T), 
is called a periodic orbit measure. 
Let P = (pU),, jtS be a stochastic matrix and let p = (pi)iEs be a proba- 
bility vector. We say that p is a stationary distribution of P if pP= p, 
i.e., Cics pipii = pi for each je S. If pP = p, then, by the Kolmogorov 
existence theorem, there exists a unique measure p EP(Q, T), called the 
(p, P) Markov measure, such that 
for each n > 0 and each sequence i,, . . . . i, in S. Let M(Q, T) denote the set 
of all such Markov measures. Note that, for each p EP(SZ), the process 
~Xnln>O is stationary on (52, .B, 11) iff Tp = p. It is easily verified that p 
is the (p, P) Markov measure iff there exists a unique E c S such that 
the process {x,, }. 2 o defined on (52, $3, p) is a stationary Markov chain 
with the state space E, the stationary initial distribution (pi)itE and the 
stationary transition matrix ( po) ;, jG E with pij = p(x, = j 1 x0 = i). 
The main result of Section 2 is Theorem 2.1: p is a purely atomic ergodic 
measure iff ~1 is an atomic ergodic measure iff p is a periodic orbit measure. 
We also prove that p E P(0, T) is purely atomic iff p is a countable convex 
combination of periodic orbit measures, extending a known result [4, 
p. 1581. 
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In Section 3, we prove a generalization (Theorem 3.1) of a known 
characterization of ergodic Markov measures in terms of irreducible 
stochastic matrices [ 1, p. 311. The principal result of this section is 
Theorem 3.3: for each periodic orbit measure p, p is a Markov measure iff 
p is induced by a periodic point w of the form o = [iO, . . . . i,- ,I, where 
d> 1 and i,, . . . . i,_, are distinct states. We find in Theorems 3.6 and 3.7 
that p is a purely atomic (nonatomic) ergodic Markov measure iff p is the 
Markov measure induced by an irreducible, permutation (nonpermutation 
stochastic) matrix. 
In Section 4, we construct an example of nonatomic, non-Markov 
ergodic measure. 
For the concepts and notation not explained in this paper we refer to the 
standard works [l-4]. 
2. PURELY ATOMIC ERGODIC MEASURES 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. For each p E P(Q, T), the following assertions are 
equivalent : 
(i) p is a purely atomic ergodic measure. 
(ii) p is an atomic ergodic measure. 
(iii) p is a periodic orbit measure. 
(iv) For some o E D and some n > 1, 
The proof is based on the following lemmas. Our starting point is 
LEMMA 2.2. For each w E Q, the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) The orbit O(o) is an infinite set. 
(ii) T”o # T”o whenever m # n in Z, = { 0, 1, 2, . . . }. 
Proof (i)* (ii). Define the mapping f,: Z, +l2 by fu(n)= T”o. 
Suppose f, is not injective. Then there exists an m EZ+ such that 
T”co= Tk(Tmo) for some k> 1 so that T”‘w+zY(T). Let IZ = 
min(mEZ+: T’%ELY(T)}. It follows that T’o$Y(T) for O<idn-1 
and T”o E P( T). If we denote the period of T”o by d, then O(w) = { T’o : 
O<i<n+d-1). 
Clearly the implication (ii) * (i) holds. 1 
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From Lemma 2.2, together with its proof, we obtain 
LEMMA 2.3. For each o E Q, the orbit O(o) is a finite set iff there exists 
a unique neZ+ such that T’o$Y(T) for Obi<n-1 and T”oEY(T). In 
this case O(w) = (T’o: 0 d i < n + d- 1 f, where d denotes the period of 
T”C0. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let p E P(Q, T). If o E Q is an atom of p, then o is a 
periodic point of T, u(w) = p(Tio) for all i> 1 and u(O(w)) = du(o), 
where d denotes the period of o. 
Proof. For each n>,O, we obtain T”uET~~‘T(T”~)=T-‘(T”+‘~) so 
that p( T”w) d ,u( T” ’ ‘0). Therefore, { p( T”w) }, s 0 is a nondecreasing 
sequence in (0, 11, so that ( T”w}. a 0 is a sequence of atoms of p. 
If the orbit O(o) is an infinite set, then, by Lemma 2.2, we obtain 
p(O(o)) = co, a contradiction. Consequently, the orbit O(o) is a finite set. 
By Lemma 2.3, there exists a unique n >O such that T’o $ Y(T) for 
0 < i < n - 1 and T”o E P( T). Let d denote the period of T”o. 
If n = 0, then we are done. Suppose n 3 1. We obtain easily that 
p(T”o)=p(T”+‘~) for all iE (1, . . . . d} and ~(O(W))=C::~ u(T’o)+ 
d,u(T”o). Since TO(w) c O(o), we also obtain O(o) c T-‘TO(o) c 
T ~ ‘O(w) so that p(O(w)) = ,u(TO(o)). It follows at once that p(o) = 0, a 
contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 2.5. For each p E P(Q), the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) u is a periodic orbit measure. 
(ii) Tu = u and ,u( O(o)) = 1 for some cu E Y(T). 
The elementary proof is omitted. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Clearly the implications (i) 3 (ii) and (iii) + (iv) 
hold. 
(ii) * (i), (iii). Suppose that p is an atomic ergodic measure and 
o E A(p). By Lemma 2.4, we obtain o E @( T), dg 1, and O(w) c A(p). It 
was shown in the proof of Lemma 2.4 that O(w) c T-‘O(o) so that, by the 
ergodicity of p, p(O(o)) = 1. Consequently, we have A(p) = O(o), so that 
(i) holds. By Lemma 2.5, (iii) also holds. 
(iv) = (iii). Suppose (iv) holds. Since Tp = p, we obtain T”w = w so 
that o E P(T). If d denotes the period of w, then dj n and 
Therefore, (iii) holds. 
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where o is a T periodic point with period d. It remains to show p is 
ergodic. Assume E = T ~ ‘E and .D( E) > 0. Then we have T’w E E for some 
i in (0, 1, . . . . d- 1 }. Since T is a surjection, we have E = TT ~ ‘E = TE, so 
that, by induction, T”E= E for all n 3 1. It follows that O(o) c E and 
p(E) = 1. Therefore, (i) holds. 1 
Remark 2.6. Let us assume that (Sz, B) denotes an arbitrary 
measurable space such that {w} E 93 for each o E 52 and that T is a 
measurable surjection of (Q, 9?) onto itself. Then the preceding results, 
together with its proofs, are also valid in (Q, &?, T). 
LEMMA 2.7. If p E P(O) is purely atomic, then T also is purely atomic 
and A( Tp) = TA(,u). 
Prooj Suppose A(p) is a finite set, i.e., A(p) = (0,: 1 <i< H}. Then we 
have P = CY=, pi&w,, where pi= ~(0,) > 0 and C:=, pi= 1. It is easily 
verified that Tp = Cr=, piT&,, = x1= i pi&,, SO that A( Tp) = TA(p). 
Suppose A(p) is an infinite set, i.e., A(p)= {Wi: i= 1, 2, . ..}. Then ,u= 
x:,“=, Pi%,<, where pi > 0 and C,Y= i pi = 1. For each n 2 1, define 
Then we obtain, for each n 3 1, p, E P(Q), 
n 
P = c P,Gu, + 9nP,,, TP= i pi+-w,+q,rTp,, 
i= I i= I 
Let C(Q) denote the Banach space of all continuous real functions on 52, 
and let (f, p) =I fdp forfe C(Q), p E P(Q). For each fE C(Q), we obtain 
Therefore, we obtain Tp = C,“= i pie,, and A(T,a) = TA(,u). m 
LEMMA 2.8. Let p be a purely atomic measure in P(Q). Then the 
foltowing assertions are equivaient : 
(i) T,u=,u. 
(ii) The restriction of T to A(p) is a bijection of A(p) onto itself and 
p(w) = p( To) for each CO E A(p). 
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Proof. (i) =j (ii). Suppose p is a purely atomic measure in P(Q, T). 
It follows from Lemma 2.4 that, for each o E A(p), w E g’(T) for some 
d>l, p(~)=p(T”o)>O for all nal, and o=T(Td-lo). Therefore, it 
remains to show that T is injective on A(p). Suppose TO = Tw’ for 
some w, w’ E A(p), w # w’. Assume WE Y”( T). It follows readily that 
O(w)= O(w’), so that w’= T’o for ‘some in { 1, . . . . d- l}. Then we have 
To = To’ = T’( To). Since Tw also has the period d, we obtain d 6 i < d, a 
contradiction. 
(ii)*(i). Suppose (ii) holds. By Lemma 2.7, we obtain A(Tp) = 
TA(p) = A(p) and Tp(A(p)) = 1. For each we A(p), there is a unique 
o’~A(p) such that To’=o. We have then Tp(w)=p(T~‘co)=,u(o’)= 
,u(Tw’)=p(w) so that Tp=p. 1 
We are now in a position to prove the following characterization of 
purely atomic measures in P(s2, T). 
THEOREM 2.9. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) p is a purely atomic measure in P(0, T). 
(ii) p=C,Zzl pnpn, where (p,,),,>, is a probability vector and p,,, 
n > 1, are purely atomic ergodic measures. 
ProoJ (i) =j (ii). Suppose (i) holds. Using Lemma 2.4, we show easily 
that there exists a countable collection of o,, E A(p) c 9(T) with period d,, 
such that A(,u) = (J,,> 1 O(w,), O(o,)n O(w,)=# for w,#w,, and 
p(O(o,)) = d,p(o,) > 0. If we define p,* = p(O(o,)), then Ena 1 pn = 1. 
Define the purely atomic ergodic measure p, by 
/b=fd;f’ Eh,, where n>l. 
n r=O 
Then we obtain p = C, a i pnp,,. 
(ii)=(i). Suppose (ii) holds. By Theorem 2.1, we obtain A@,)= 
O(w,) for some w, E g( T) with period d,,. We may assume without loss of 
generality that p,,, #p, for m # n. By a well-known result (see [ 1, p. 391 or 
[4, Theorem 6.10]), we have, for m # n, pL, I pn, equivalently, A(pL,) n 
A&) = 4. Then we obtain easily that A(p) = Una i A(pL,) and p(A(p)) = 1, 
so that p is a purely atomic measure in P(Q). On the other hand, we have 
from Lemma 2.8 that, for each n B 1, the restriction of T to A(pH) is a 
bijection of A(p,) onto itself and pL,(w) = p,*( To) for all o E A&), so that 
T: A(p) + A(p) is a bijection and p(w) = p(Tw) for all o EA(~). Using 
Lemma 2.8 again, we obtain Tp = p. 1 
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Remark 2.10. The results (2.7)-(2.9), together with its proofs, hold for 
any compact Hausdorff space Q and any continuous transformation 
T: 52 --, 52. The implication (i) 3 (ii) in Theorem 2.9 has been proved in 
[4, p. 1581. 
3. ERGODIC MARKOV MEASURES 
Let EcS, F=S-E and F#& If P=(P~)~,~~~ is a stochastic 
matrix and p = (pi)icE is a probability vector such that pP = p, then the 
pair (p, P) defines a unique Markov measure $ on Q’= X: E = 
I@‘= (d)nLO: o; E E} such that 
~‘(U’:~~=ij,O~j~n)=pj,p,,,;~.pi”~,,,, 
for each n > 0 and each sequence iO, . . . . i,, in E. Note that Q’ c D and 
S?(G) = &3(Q) n 4’. If we also denote the restriction of T to Q’ by T, then 
Tu’ = p’. Extend the measure 11’ to a unique measure p in P(Q, T) by 
p(A) = $(A n Q’) for each A E B(0). 
Then the masure ,D is indeed a Markov measure in M(Q, T). Let p’= 
(pb), jeS be any stochastic matrix such that ph = p,- for all i, Jo E. If p’ = 
(P:)ie.S is the probability vector such that p: = pi for all i E E, then p’P’ = p’. 
Let p” be the (p’, P’) Markov measure in M(SZ, T). Then it is easily verified 
that ,U = ,u”. We call p the Markov measure induced by P and p, or simply, 
the (p, P) Markov measure. 
The next theorem is an easy generalization of a result in [ 1, p. 3 1 ] (see 
also [3, 8.121 or [4, Theorem 1.191). 
THEOREM 3.1. For each u E M(Q, T), the following assertions are 
equivalent : 
(i) p is ergodic. 
(ii) u is the Markov measure induced 6~1 an irreducible stochastic 
matrix P= (P~,);,~~~, together with its stationary distribution p = (P~)~~ E, 
where E c S. 
(iii) The stationary process de$ned on (Q, 99, ,u) is an irreducible 
recurrent Markov chain with the state space E, the positive stationary initial 
distribution p = (pi)ie E and the stationary transition matrix (pe)i.iG E such 
that pij = ,u(x, = j I x0 = i) .for all i, jE E. 
We list the following elementary result without proof. 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let P = (P~)~,,~~ be a stochastic matrix and let Q = 
(qij)i,Jc S be the stochastic matrix defined by qii = lim, _ m (l/n) Ck:b pp’. 
Then the state space S can be partitioned into the set D of all transient states 
and a finite collection {C,}, GkGm of minimal closed recurrent states such 
that 
(i) qii=O for each iES and each je D, 
(ii) qij=qji>Ofor all i, jECk, where lfk<m, 
(iii) z/, = (qji)jt ck is a unique stationary distribution of the irreducible 
stochastic matrix Pk = (P~);,,~ c‘k, where 1 6 k 6 m, 
(iv) qii=Ofor each iEC, andjEC,, where s#t. 
Furthermore, we have 
(v) P = (Pi)ieS is a stationary distribution of the matrix P tff there 
exists a probability vector (ck)T, , : 0 < ck < 1, CT=, ck = 1 such that p = 
cr= 1 ckok, where ok = (ok(i))icS is the probability vector with ok(i) = qii for 
iE C,. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (i) 3 (ii). Suppose that p is ergodic and is the 
Markov measure induced by a stochastic matrix P = (pii)l.jts, together 
with its stationary distribution p = (pi),, S. Let {D, C1, . . . . C,}, 1 6 m 6 r, 
be the partition of S as in Lemma 3.2. Let P,, Q, rck, and (Tk be as in 
Lemma 3.2. By part (v) of Lemma 3.2, we obtain p = CT= 1 ckok, where 
0 < ck < 1, CF= i ck = 1. Therefore, 0 < ck < 1 for some k E { 1, 2, . . . . m}. It 
follows from the ergodicity of p, together with Lemma 3.2 that, for each 
iECk, 
pipi=u(xO=i)u(xO=i) 
1 n 
= lim ; ,c p((xO = i) n T -‘(x0 = i)) = piqii, 
,=I 
so that ck = 1. Consequently, p = ak and p is the Markov measure induced 
by the irreducible stochastic matrix Pk = (pji)i,,ECt and the stationary 
distribution 7ck = (qiI)ie c‘k. Thus (ii) holds. 
(ii) * (i). Suppose (ii) holds. Let F= S-E. If F# 4, then we define 
the stochastic matrix P’ = (PL.)~,,~~~ by p$ = plj for all i, j E E and pb = 6, for 
all iE F and all Jo S. 6, denotes the Kronecker symbol. Let p’ = (pl)icS be 
the probability vector such that pi = p, for all i E E. Then p’P’ = p’. Note 
that if E = S, then p’ = p and P’ = P. By definition, p is the (p’, P’) Markov 
measure. 
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To prove the ergodicity of p, let 
A=(x,=i,,O<kds), B=(x,= j,,Odk<t), 
where s, t > 0 and i,, . . . . i,, jO, . . . . j, E S. 
If {i,, . . . . is,j0,...,j,)nF#4, then p(AnT -kB)=O for all k>O and 
p(A)p(B)=O so that lim,(l/n)C;=i~(AnTPkB)=t((A)~(B)=O. If 
{i,, . . . . 4, jo, . . . . j,} c E, then, for each k > s, 
P(A~T-~B)=~ 10 p.. . ..p.- .~!~-~)p. 1011 1% 11s r,,ll JO11 ... PI,-,,, 
so that, by Lemma 3.2, 
= /AA 1 P(B). 
Therefore, (i) holds. 
The simple proof for (ii)- (iii) is omitted. 
The principal aim of this section is to prove 
I 
the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let 
Then 
, d-1 
/1=; c ET%> where w = [iO, . . . . i,_ 1] E P’( T). 
FZ=O 
p is a Markov measure iff i,, . . . . i,_ , are distinct, 
or equivalently, 
,a is not a Markov measure iff i,, . . . . i,- I are not distinct. 
Remark 3.4. Suppose o E 9@(T). Then we have o = [i,, . . . . i,- , ] for 
some zo, . . . . zd-, in S. In this case we show easily that i,, . . . . i,- , are distinct 
iff 1 6 d< 2 or 3 <d< r and i,, . . . . i,_ i are distinct, or equivalently, 
lo, . . . . I~ , are not distinct iff d> r or 3 <d< r and i,, . . . . i,-, are not 
distinct. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let o = [i,, . . . . i,- 1] E@(T), where i,, . . . . i,-, are not 
distinct and 
,+y g T”w 
II = 0 
Then p is not a Markov measure. 
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ProoJ Let E be the set of all distinct states in [iO, . . . . i,- r]. Then 
Card E 3 2. We write i, = i, if q E s (mod d). For each j E E, define 
d-l 
m,= 1 6.. I’ll. 
II = 0 
It follows that 1 < mj 6 d- 1 for each j E E, C,E Emj = d, and 2 < mj for 
some j E E. 
Consider the stationary process { x,},~~ on (Q, .%‘, 11). Then we obtain, 
for each j E E, 
d-l 
p(xo= j)= 1 p((xo= j)n T"w)=~df' djin=? 
n=O tl=O 
and 
C,, Ep(xo = j) = 1. 
Define the probability vector p = (pi),, E by pj = mild. We also obtain 
where j, ke E. Define the stochastic matrix P= (pjk)j,kEE by 
Then pP = p. 
To prove p is not Markov, it is enough to show that the process (x,},~~ 
is not a Markov chain. For each jE E, let 
Aj={n:Odn<d-1, j=in=in+,}. 
Define z,=min Aj if A,## and rj=az if Aj=q5. 
Suppose that z, < co, i.e., 0 < rj< d- 1 for some jE E. Note that this 
condition is satisfied if d = 3. It follows that p,? > l/m, > 0 and 
p(X,= j,O<k<d-l)=O<y t 
i > 
d- 1 
G P,(P,JY 
I 
so that {x,,},,~~ is not a Markov chain. 
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Suppose that z, = co for all Jo E. We may assume without loss of 
generality that i, #i,- I and m, d mi, for all jE E. Let m = m, and let 
(t,: l<k<m+ l} be such that 
i, = i,, for all k and O=t,<t,< ... <t,<d-1 <d-t,,+,. 
Define s=min(t,+, -t,:O<k<m}. Th en we have 26sQd/2, 4<ms<d, 
ands=t,,+,- t,,, for some k, E (0, 1, . . . . m}. If we define 
j, = 4,” + 4 for O<q<s, 
then j, = j, = i0 and 
5 ~ I 
Let 
FI Pjq,q+i >O. 
y=o 
B= (xus+q =jy,O~udm-l,Odq~s-l,x,,= j,). 
If ms < d, then 
so that {-G),,~~ is not a Markov chain. Assume ms= d. Then we must 
have p(B) = 0. If not, then we show readily that jo, . . . . j,s-, are distinct and 
T”o = [j,, . . . . j,+ ,] for some n E (0, 1, . . . . A- 1 }, so that w E g”(T), a 
contradiction. Consequently, by the preceding inequality, {x,}, 2o is not a 
Markov chain. i 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. If i,, . . . . idtl are not distinct, then, by 
Lemma 3.5, p is not a Markov measure. 
Suppose that i,, . . . . i,- , are distinct. Let E = {i,, . . . . i,_ , >, and let i, = i,s 
if q = s (mod d). Consider the stationary process {x, ),, a o on (Q, 2?;, ,u). We 
obtain, for each j6 E, 
d-1 
p(x, = j) = 1 p( (x0 = j) n T"w) = f 'i' 6, = i, 
PI=0 n=O 
and C. ,E &x0 = j) = 1. Therefore, the set E is the state space of the process 
{x,,),,~~. Define the probability vector p= (pi)itc by pi= l/d. We also 
obtain, for any i,, k E E, 
~(xo=im,xI=k)=~jm+Ikld, p(x, =kIxo=i,)=6j_+,k. 
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If we define the matrix P = (pjk)j,kEE by pjk = p(x, = k 1 x0 = j), then P is an 
irreducible (or a cyclic) permutation matrix such that pP= p. It is easily 
verified that 
PL(Xn+I =kIxo=i,,xl=i,+l,...,x,=i,+.)=6,,+n+,I\=pi,i.k 
for each n > 0 and each sequence k, i,, . . . . i,,, in E. Therefore, it is the 
(p, P) Markov measure. 1 
THEOREM 3.6. For each ,ULE M(L?, T), the following assertions are 
equivalent : 
(i) p is a purely atomic ergodic Markov measure. 
(ii) ,a is the Markov measure induced by an irreducible permutation 
matrix P = (pii)i,,E E, together with the uniform probability vector p = 
(PiLEE? where E c S. 
Proof. (i)= (ii). Suppose (i) holds. It follows from Theorem 2.1, 
together with Theorem 3.3 and Remark 3.4, that there exist distinct 
hJ, ..,1 id-, E S such that 
where w= [io, . . . . i,-,]EY’“(T). 
Let E= {i,, . . . . i,- ,}. It has been shown in the proof of Theorem 3.3 that 
the measure p is the Markov measure induced by the irreducible permuta- 
tion matrix P = (pjk)j,kE  with pjk=p(x, = k)x,=j) and the uniform 
probability vector p on E. Therefore, (ii) holds. 
(ii) * (i). Suppose (ii) holds. By Theorem 3.1, the measure p is an 
ergodic Markov measure. It is enough to show that p has an atom. We 
may assume without loss of generality that E = {i,, . . . . id- ,} where 
1 <d<r andpin,=6i”+,, for all i,,, E E, where i, = i,. Let o = [i,, . . . . i, . 1 1. 
It is straightforward to show that 
1 
p(xkd = i,, x&+ , = i, , . . . . xkd+ d- , = i,_ , , 0 <k <n) = -j, 
where n = 1, 2, . . . . so that p(o) = (l/d). By Theorem 2.1, ,u is purely 
atomic. 1 
The following theorem follows directly from Theorems 2.1, 3.1, and 3.6. 
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THEOREM 3.7. For each p E M(S2, T), the following assertions are 
equivalent : 
(i) p is a nonatomic ergodic Markov measure. 
(ii) ,u is the Markov measure induced by an irreducible nonpermtlta- 
tion matrix P = (pii)i,,it E, together with its stationary distribution p = 
(Pi)ieE> where E c S. 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
In this section, we give an example of nonatomic, non-Markov ergodic 
measure in P(Q T). 
Recall that S= (0, 1, . . . . r-l}, where ra2, sZ=X,“S= {w=(cI),),,~~: 
o, E S>, and T denotes the shift on ~2, Define 
S’=Su (r}, i2+ S’= {o’=(u:,),~*:w~ES’}. 
Let T’ denote the shift on 52’. Then we have BcU, B(a) =9(U) nQ 
and T’(o) = T(U) for each co ER. For each n > 0, let y,: !2’ + S’ be the 
continuous surjection defined by ~~(0’) = w:, 
Let 4 = (4i)ic S’ be a probability vector such that 0 < qi -=z i for each i E S’ 
and qO#ql. Let t=max{q,:iES’}. Then O<r<i. Define the doubly 
stochastic matrix P = (pV),, js sC by 
Pij=qi+I for each i, j E S’ 
provided that qC1 + I) + i = qi, where 0 <j< r. Then the matrix P is 
irreducible and the uniform probability vector p = (pi)ifsJ is the unique 
stationary distribution of P. Let p denote the (p, P) Markov measure in 
P(Q’, T’). By Theorem 3.7, p is a nonatomic, ergodic Markov measure. 
Note that {yJnao is an irreducible, recurrent stationary Markov chain on 
Gx wo Pu). 
Let f: S’ + S be such that S(i) = i for each i E S and f(r) = 0. For each 
n 2 0, define the continuous surjection X, : Sz’ + S by 
&W) = f(Y,b’)) for each o’ E Q’. 
Then we have, for each N 2 0, 
for each o E 52. 
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It is easily verified that {xn },, s 0 is a stationary process on (Q’, 3?(Q), p) 
such that ~(x~=i)=(r+l))~ for all ieS with i#O and p(x,=O)= 
2(r + 1))‘. By an elementary computation, we obtain 
~L(x,=1lx~=o)=~(40+4*), 
/4x,= 1 I%= l,xl=o)=(q~+q:)(q,+q,)-‘. 
Since q,, # ql, we obtain ~(x, = 1 ( x0 = 0) # ~.l(x, = 1 1 x0 = 1, x1 = 0), so that 
{Xnln>O is not a Markov chain on (Sz’, 93(Q’), p). 
Define the measurable surjection 5: (L?‘, 3?(C)) -+ (Q, 6?(Q)) by 
(5(0’)),, = x,,(d, where o’ E Q’, n 2 0. 
Then we have, for each CD’ ESz’ and each n 3 0, 
(5(T’o’)),=X,,(T’O’)=f(y,l(T’o’))=f(y,l+I(o’)) 
=xn+1 (0’) = (5~‘),+, = (T(5~))tl 
so that tT’= Tt, i.e., <T’(w’) = Tt(w’) for each o’EQ’. Define the 
probability measure v E P(0) by v = &, i.e., v(A) = ~(5~‘(A)) for A E 3?(Q). 
It follows that 
so that VEP(Q, T). We claim VEE(Q, T) - M(Q, T). To prove VEE(Q, T), 
suppose T ~ ‘E = E, where EEB(Q). Then we have t-‘(E) = 
[-‘(T-‘(E))= T’-‘(tp’(E)), where ~p’(E)~Gl(f2’), so that, by the 
ergodicity of p, v(E) = ,u(<-I(E)) = 0 or 1. Thus, v is ergodic. On the other 
hand, we have, for any n 3 0 and any i,, . . . . i,, E S, 
v(0: x0(o) = i,, . . . . x,,(o) = i,,) = p(w’: x,(d) = i,, . . . . x,(d) = i,) 
so that 
=p(xz= 11x0= 1,x, =O). 
Therefore, we have v # M( T, 52). 
To prove v is nonatomic, let 0 = (i,,),, >,, be any point in Q. If i, > 1 for 
all n 2 0, then <-l(O) = W so that, since p is nonatomic, v(O) = 
~(<~‘(ti)) = ~(0) = 0. If i, = 0 for a finite number of n, then t-‘(O) 
consists of a finite number of points in Q’ so that v(O) =O. Suppose 
i,, = 0, where 0 < n, < n, < . < nk < . . . . We may assume without loss of 
generality that n, > 1. Then we have, for any k 2 1, 
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V(W:x,j(0)=ij,O<.j<nnk) 
=Cl(o’:Xi(O’)=ij,O~<jnnk) 
=p(o’: y,(w’)=ij, jE (0, 1, . . . . nk- l} - {n,, . . . . n,-,}; 
yi(w’)E (0, rl, jg {n,, . . . . 4)) 
=C”‘z {Pi”Pioil..‘P,,,~,i,,“.PI,,~li,,:i,,,...,in,E{o,Y}} 
‘,I 
<X.,.X {P;~l~~i,,Pi,z-Ii,l”‘Pi,k-,i,k:i”,,...,i,,lrE(O,rj) 
C, hi 
< (2t)T 
Since 0 < 2t < 1, we obtain v(W) = lim, _ m v(x, = ii, 0 < j < nk) = 0. There- 
fore, the measure v is a nonatomic, non-Markov ergodic measure in 
P(Q, T). 
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